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Abstract— If patients are at risk of self-removal of a catheter, it is necessary to check the condition of the catheter frequently. If this is the only way to prevent self-removal, physical restraint of the patient is required. Furthermore, it is currently necessary to reduce human-to-human contact to prevent COVID-19 infection. Therefore, the development of a sensor system to prevent self-removal of a catheter and reduce human-to-human contact is urgent. The purpose of this study is to examine a sensor system that detects the contact of a patient’s hand to a peripheral intravenous catheter in order to prevent self-removal in patients with dementia. This study analyzes the use of a capacitance sensor and an energization sensor to detect the contact of a patient’s hand to a catheter. Additionally, the time required from the start of peeling the sensor sheet to the removal of the needle was measured. As the results, the capacitance sensor was difficult to use in a clinical setting because the connection between the seat and cable could be unstable depending on the condition of the connections. The energization sensor was able to recognize the contact of a hand to the catheter by detecting its contact with the sensor. It took at least 28 seconds from detection of the hand contact to the beginning of needle removal. Therefore, it is possible for the caregiver to visit the patient’s bedside and stop the self-removal when the sensor sheet detects hand contact. This study is the first step in developing the system that prevents self-removal by detecting hand contact and requires several more steps for clinical use. In the future, we will conduct surveys on more subjects and clinical trials on elderly with dementia to examine accuracy, precision, and repeatability. Using the energization sensor, a self-removal prevention system for dementia patients will be further developed.

Clinical Relevance— Developing this self-removal prevention system in the future will allow many dementia patients to no longer be physically restrained, and it will make it possible to remotely detect their actions to prevent self-removal while also minimizing the risk of COVID-19 infection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Physical restraint of patients is used to reduce injuries from falling and accidental self-removal of tubes and intravascular lines [1, 2]. Japan’s Ministry of Health, Labor, and Welfare recognizes 11 types of physical restraints, and these 11 acts can all be classified into these two purposes. To help prevent accidents, mats and clip sensors, used in hospital and healthcare facilities [3]. To reduce the physical restraint use, some researchers are developing systems that use depth sensors to detect motion and prevent patients from falling, for example [3, 4]. A study examined the use of wearable technology to monitor a patient’s physical activity, sleep posture, and heart rate variability as potential markers of the risk of falling [5]. Another study explored sensing changes in a patient’s leg angles to decrease the chances of falling [6].

There is no such system to prevent catheter self-removal, however (Figure 1). Although there are some commercially available sensors, those only detect bleeding once it starts after self-removal [7]. There is developing technology that attempts to sense the movement or shifting of an intravenous line when it is pulled on [8], but this can only be detected a few seconds before removal, so caregivers do not have time to take actions to prevent it. Thus, there is no system that can prevent self-removal other than checking the condition of the catheter frequently, so physical restraint of the patient is inevitable (Figure 1). Furthermore, it is currently necessary to reduce human-to-human contact to prevent COVID-19 infection. If patients at high risk of self-removal are not physically restrained and it is necessary to continuously confirm that the patient has not removed the catheter, there is a high risk of infection for both the patient and the caregiver. Therefore, reducing contact using a sensor system to prevent self-removal is an urgent issue.

Patients are at high risk of catheter self-removal either due to delirium in an intensive care unit, when they pull the
catheter out strongly [9, 10], or when cognitive function is impaired due to dementia [11, 12]. There is no detailed study showing the nature of self-removal, but in our clinical experience, dementia patients do not understand what the catheter is, so they pull it out while checking or touching it. In case of dementia, if it were possible to detect the patient’s hand contact the catheter, the caregiver could take notice before it is removed, and self-removal could be prevented. Furthermore, it is not clear how many seconds the nurse needs to go to the patient to prevent self-removal after the sensor detects hand contact. The purpose of this study is to examine the effectiveness of a sensor that detects the contact of a patient’s hand to the catheter in order to develop a self-removal prevention system for patients with dementia. Additionally, the time required from the start of peeling the sensor sheet to the removal of the needle is needed to be revealed. This study is the first step in developing the system that prevents self-removal by detecting hand contact and requires several more steps for clinical use. It focuses on the peripheral intravenous catheter in the study, which is the most frequently used medical catheter.

II. METHODS

A. Requirements for the contact detection sensor

A sensor to detect the contact of a patient’s hand to the catheter should not be used in a clinical setting unless it has an intuitive design. Thus, a distance sensor was considered first. However, a distance sensor would need to be attached to the patient’s finger, and he or she could easily remove it. Therefore, the following were considered as requirements for a contact detection sensor:

- Intuitive, easy to understand
- Few parts to attach
- Detects the hand itself
- The part to be attached on the patient is thin and light

A capacitance sensor and an energization sensor with lights that are turned on and off by the contact of the hand were examined.

B. Examination of the contact detection sensor

The capacitance sensor

The Capacitive Sensor IoT Development Kit with Bluetooth low energy made by Bit Trade One, Ltd. (Sagamihara, Japan) was used (Figure 2). The attached conductive, thin, flexible transparent film was used as the sensor sheet. The film can be freely cut to fit a surface. By combining smartphone applications, it is possible to adjust the sensitivity and threshold values while checking the change in capacitance on the screen. The output numerical value is unique to this application and has no unit. Power was supplied by a button battery and could be used continuously for about 12 hours. This was too short for a clinical setting and needs improvement. The circuit was placed in the case below the sensor seat. The circuit and PC were connected via Bluetooth, the alarm sounded on the PC, and the volume was adjustable. The alarm should be designed to be heard only by the caregiver, as it was expected that the alarm sound would excite or confuse the patients.

The energization sensor

When the patient’s hand completes the circuit, the resistance decreases, and the system can detect hand contact with the sensor sheet (Figure 3). The two circuits were drawn on the insulating sheet using a carbon paste that is resistant to bending (Figure 4). The circuit and battery were integrated, connected to the sensor seat by wire, and placed on an IV (Intravenous) pole. The wiring was about 1 mm in diameter and followed the drip line, so it did not interfere with the behavior of the subject. It could be used continuously for about 3-4 hours by the battery. This was too short for a clinical setting, as well as for research use, and needs improvement. The circuit and PC were connected via Bluetooth, the alarm sounded on the PC, and the volume was adjustable.

C. Procedure

In clinical setting, after fixing the insertion part of the drip needle with a special tape, if patient has a self-removal risk, it was covered with a bandage as shown in Figure 5. Subjects who had experience in dementia care were recruited. A sensor sheet was attached to the bandage, and healthy subjects were asked to simulate the action of removing the catheter to confirm whether or not the motion could be detected. Additionally, the time required from the start of peeling the sensor sheet to the removal of the needle was measured. This study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Graduate School of Nursing, Chiba University [# R2-31].
III. RESULTS

A. The capacitance sensor

The capacitance sensor generates a lot of noise, and it is difficult to detect the contact of the hand using the sheet that comes with the ready-made sensor. The connection between the seat and cable was unstable and generated a lot of noise. Furthermore, even if a shielded cable with a diameter of approximately 2 mm was used, the cable sensed the capacitance of the skin and the surrounding area. Shielded cables thicker than this were difficult to use in a clinical setting due to weight issues. Thus, it was necessary to replace the ready-made sensor. Therefore, we conducted the test using the energization sensor first.

B. The energization sensor

Because the circuit was not completed when there was no hand contact, the resistance value was infinite. When the hand contacted and completed the circuit, the resistance value decreased, and the contact of the hand could be detected (Figure 6).

It was tested in four subjects in their 20s to 80s to check if it could detect the self-removal action. It responded to hand contact in all four subjects and could detect self-removal action. In addition, the sensor did not respond to other motion, such as rolling over or getting up. This means that the sensor solely detected the self-removal action (no false alarm).

The data of subject D is shown in Figure 7. Until about 39 seconds, the motion was not related to self-removal, and the sensor did not react. The subject began to peel off the sensor sheet at about 47 seconds and finished to do so after 1 minute and 3 seconds. The sensor detected the subject contact.

C. Time from the start of self-removal action to remove the needle

The time it took for each subject to begin to remove the sensor sheet, remove the bandages and tape, and begin to remove the needle was also measured. As shown in Table 1, the time from when a subject started the self-removal action of peeling off the sensor sheet to when the needle was first pulled out was 28 to 81 seconds.
IV. DISCUSSION

The system detected the patient's needle self-removal when contacting the sensor sheet attached near the infusion site. In this study, several sensor methods and the time until needle self-removal were examined. The time from the start of self-removal action to remove the needle was also revealed.

A. The energization sensor

The energization sensor was able to detect hand contact. After detecting the hand contact, a caregiver would be able to prevent self-removal by going to the patient's bedside while he or she is removing the bandage before self-removal. The data measured showed no false alarms and almost no noise. The mechanism of the capacitance sensor is easy to understand by any caregiver. Therefore, it meets the requirement of the contact detection sensor of hand, and it is likely to be a clinically usable sensor.

B. Time from the start of self-removal action to remove the needle

It took 28 seconds even for a young subject after the sensor detected the contact of the hand until the needle started to be removed. It took 81 seconds for the elderly subject (80s) who was assumed to use this system. Thus, if a caregiver hurried to the patient shortly after the sensor detected contact, it would be possible to stop the self-removal action. From our clinical experience, that is possible. This shows that by using this novel self-removal prevention system fixed with bandages and tape and affixed with a sensor sheet, self-removal can be prevented without physical restraint and frequent visits to the patient's bedside.

V. CONCLUSION

It is possible to make a system that prevents the self-removal of peripheral intravenous catheters by detecting the contact of a hand using the energization sensor. It takes at least 28 seconds from detection of the hand contact to the beginning of needle removal. Therefore, it is possible for the caregiver to visit the patient's bedside and stop the self-removal when the sensor sheet detects hand contact. This system may make the prevention of self-removal possible without the use of physical restraints and frequent visits to the patient's bedside. The prevention of self-removal using this system must be tested further. In the future, we will conduct surveys on more subjects and clinical trials on elderly with dementia to examine accuracy, precision, and repeatability. In addition, although we focused on peripheral intravenous catheters in this study, it is necessary to develop a sensor sheet that can also be used for nasogastric tubes, respirators, and other medical catheters.
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